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Cesspool
of Intrigue

District Fire Officer Person. Died in
the year 1911 in London Hospital, White
chapel of injuries sustained attending a
fire at Sidney Street, Stepney. The fire
brigade arrived upon the scene shortly
after the outbreak, but a Cabinet Minister
who was present at the 6 j refused to let
the firemen put the fir® out since a
detatchment of the Scots Guards were
trying to get some gunmen, allegedly
anarchists, out of a building in Sidney
Street. When the brigade members were
finally allowed- to enter the bumed-out
building, the wreckage collapsed and
Officer Pearson’s spine was fractured
from which he died. The .Cabinet Minis
ter was the Home Secretary, Winston
Churchill.
John Henry John (21), a tinplate
worker of Llanelly was shot during riots
on August 19, 1911. A detachment
of the 1st Worcester Regiment was de
tailed to protect trains run by non
strikers and John was among a stonethrowing party. Major Brownlow Stuart
tried to reason with the/crowd but the
only response was more stone-throwing
and a soldier was knocked senseless. A
bugle was sounded and the Riot Act read
but the crowd did not disperse. Major
Stuart warned the crowd that they would
open fire if they did not disperse within
a minute. In fact one shot was fired
before that minute was up. Five or six
rounds were fired in all, ‘And/ said
Major Stuart at the inquest, ‘the stone
throwing temporarily stopped. I then
went to the man I took to be the engine
driver, and endeavoured to persuade him
to make an effort to get file train on the

South East Asia, the cesspool people of North Borneo thus accen
of intrigue. One can liken it to tuating Malay’s internal problems.
the North American Gold Rush,
The two territories are difficult
with Britain (Malaysia), Indonesia, to administer. At the moment there
America, China (North Viet-nam are British Civil Servants in control
Vietcong) staking their claims.
who will have to be replaced by
Malaysia was born as the result Malays, who are not popular in these
of artificial insemination, the pur parts, making development plans
pose, to enable British interests to difficult to implement. The test-tube
have a stake in S.E. Asia. The baby of Britain has problems with
Americans have dug well in finan more to follow.
cially pouring over £200 million a
Continued on page 3
year into the defence of south Viet
nam. China on the other hand plays
to the crowd supporting the struggle
against poverty and imperialism.
Obviously the Chinese line must Q N C E UPON A TIME we of the left
appeal to the workers and peasant ^ used to sit around dwelling on the
population, these people think and particular iniquities of a section of
talk in terms of ‘food in the belly’ the capitalist class known, picturesquely,
and if the Communists can offer ‘two but accurately as ‘The Merchant^ of
The late radical Lord Brockway
bowls of rice'as opposed to one’, the Death’.
wrote (or collaborated on) a book called
workers and peasants will have it The Bloody Traffic; there was even, for
and who can blame them. It is no the eggheads, a vast tome called The
Kjjgpod spouting to them all the bull Private Manufacture o f Armaments by
the ‘fxee^\%Qrld’ and ‘wqste/7i
democracy’ when their kids die of for the second Labour Government to
hunger and disease before reaching see demonstrations by workers for the
‘right to work’ on the instruments of
the age of ten years.
and destruction incorporated, for
Since the war Britain has poured death
the privilege of sharing in the gravy for
money, men and materials into the bloody traffic, for the public owner
M alaya to safeguard her commercial ship of TSR2, and for the wider dis
interests (rubber and tin) and also semination of the blessings of Buccaneers of this country ever to save money on
armaments, it would} be part of a
the S.E.A.T.O. base of Singapore. and frigates.
We are continuously being told that general economy campaign and schools,
Just how stable is Malaya itself?
etcetera, would suffer to the
Tunku Abdul Rahman, Prime the expenditure on armaments would be housing,
same degree.
Minister of Malaysia and Lee Kuan- sufficient to endow numerous schools,
In the second place 51he expenditure
Yew, Prime Minister of Singapore universities, hospitals, houses, etc. The upon armaments is of a different order
French anarchists for example recently
may play golf together, but their put out a poster with the following to that of expenditure on hospitals,
policies are poles apart. Tunku statistics. One atomic bomber = the etcetera. All classes can more easily be
represents the politically lethargic wages of 250,000 teachers per year or persuaded by the State that the expen
Moslem Malay, Lee represents the 30 faculties of science with 1,000 diture upon armament^ is justified for
industrial Chinese. Lee, down to students; or 50,000 tractors. Fifty reasons of security and . the easy appeals
earth politician, Rahman the benign hospitals would equal the cost of one tq fear.
THE CONSUMER ARMY
‘divine right’ ruler. Conflict is in atomic submarine.
Ironically enough as Vicky in the
The expenditure upon armaments is
evitable. Singapore contributes 40%
of her income to the Central Govern Evening Standard was quick to see, this ideal from the point of view of a con
protest came upon the day that the sum er society. Armies are the ideal
ment. The Central Government now report
was released, that £3,000,000,000 iconsumers, they produce not, neither
suggests 60% thus adding to the was necessary to re-equip the schools.
Ido they stop consuming. Armaments
existing tension.
The argument that the money spent rfrom the viewpoint of an eternal quest
What of Indonesia? With the on armaments could easily, and more for an illusory ‘security’ are the ideal
bluff, big-headed Sukarno in charge. beneficially, be spent upon schools, outlet for industry with a built-in
If only the West could pin the etcetera, is too simple to be true.
obsolescence which is /inherent in the
In the first place were the Government nature of armaments. The countryside
Communist label on him and make
it stick, they would be far happier,
but they can’t. He has governed for
19 years without having a Com
munist at the head of any depart
ment or in the Cabinet. He has
refused the Communist Party’s
demand to arm ten million peasants
to crush Malaysia, he doesn’t mind
The groups of Lyon, Grenoble, St. Federation has decided on special action
C.P. support for his anti-Malaysia
M&con, Roanne, Annemasse against the building of air raid shelters,
campaign, but Sukarno has no Etienne,
and Geneva have constituted an auto and, in favour of building houses. A
stomach for a potential ‘crush nomous region of the Rhdne-Alpes, special number of its paper will be
Sukarno’ campaign.
including groups belonging to and in devoted to the question on February 6,
Economically Indonesia is rocky, dependent of the Anarchist Federation. and 3,000 extra copies printed for dis
the utter incompetence of the The first activities of the new region will tribution to the press and among
government has bankrupted the be protests against the repression of building worker. (Recht voor Allen,
country. Opposition is not tolerated anti-Franco militants by the French Amsterdam, January 9, 1965.) The
against the Sukarno regime, there police, and a campaign for Spanish monthly journal Buiten de Perken, which
political prisoners.
The Anarchist publishes longer articles, is to carry
fore a scapegoat has to be found, a Federation
has contacted other organisa on this year with a larger editorial
common enemy—‘Malaysia’.
tions with a view to establishing an anti committee, and a bigger content. It is
The controversial territories are election committee. Michel Tepernowski, to be helped financially by the N.S.V.,
Sabah and Sarawak, which were in 16 rue Neuve-de-la-Cardonni&re, P&ris the Dutch Syndicalist Federation, which
cluded in the Malaya Federation 18, is hoping to establish a study group shows that there is nq inherent incom
because Malaya feared Chinese on the question of anarchism and non patibility between syndicalism and good
domination although they are a violence. The comrade, Guy Quintin, standards of journalism.
A group in France is hoping to
minority. Sarawak’s Chinese popula who tried to become a conscientious
objector under the law which is now publish the complete works and a
tion is increasing, over a recent 10 two years old, was denied his application biography of Voline, and would like
year period they have increased by on a technical point and has now been to know of any material relevant to him
51% while the overall population has arrested. (Le Monde IJhertaire, Paris, or to Nestor Makhno. Contact F reedom
increased by 35%.
Maybe the January, 1965.)
in the first instance. (Noted from
The Dutch Libertarian Socialist Befrelung, Mulheim, January, 1965.)
Chinese will become the leading

move again. He either said he would not
or could not, I don’t know which. Seeing
that I was of no further service there, I
withdrew my men from the railway
station/ Benjamin Hansbury, a lad em
ployed at a tinplate works said that John
was on his right-hand and said to witness,
‘Don’t go, they won’t shoot’. The verdict
brought in, on the suggestion of the
coroner, was ‘justifiable homicide’. The
jury added the following rider, ‘That we
think it would have been better if other
means than giving the order to fire had
been adopted by Major Stuart for dis
persing the crowd’. The troops were
called to the district under the instruc
tions of Mr. Winston Churchill, Liberal
Home Secretary in consultation with the
Defence Secretary.
John Doe of the Royal Naval Division
killed in action November, 1914, at
Antwerp. He was a new recruit and
badly armed and was flung into action by
The First Lord of the Admiralty who felt
that the Belgians could be sustained to
hold out against the advancing Germans.
The First Lord himself volunteered to
command in the field and give up the
Admiralty. Asquith did not accept this
offer. John Doe had never fired a rifle
nor handled a trenching tool and saw
that the Belgians had had enough, their
officers had to .beat them with the flats
of their swords to get them to fight.
The First Lord got away before the
action, not so eight or nine hundred
prisoners, 138 wounded, and 57 including
John Doe died. The First Lord was
Winston Churchill.
Richard Roe of the New Zealand

Infantry Brigade killed in action 10 Au
gust, 1915, of wounds. He lay in the
sand crying for water for many hours.
The Turks had bombarded the position
for hours and their snipers were very
accurate. The Dardanelles did not fall
into our hands so that we could gratify
Russia’s desire for Constantinople despite
half-a-million men sent out to the Dar
danelles. Of this total 43,000 British
officers and men had been killed, taken
prisoner or posted as missing, or died
of disease. The British casualties in
cluded those of evacuated sick had
amounted to 205,000 — those of the
French to 47,000. At this point Winston
Churchill was ousted from the Admiralty
and the War Cabinet and became Chan
cellor of the Duchy of Lancaster.
Thomas Atkins died at Murmansk in
an expedition despatched to support
Admiral Kolchak against the newly
formed Soviet Republic. This expedition
was backed by the British War Office
then in the charge of Winston Churchill.
Joe Soap died at Narvik April 9,
1940, when German naval forces broke
through the Kattegat and Skaggerak
seizing on the pretext that Britain had
sown mines in Norwegian territorial
waters. It was said by the First Lord of
the 'vAdmiralty that all German ships
entering the Kattegat and Skaggerak will
be sunk. They were not sunk hence the
death of Joe Soap. The First Lord of
the Admiralty subsequently became
Prime Minister because of the mistake
committed by him, when he, Winston
Churchill, was First Lord of the
Admiralty.
J.R.

he blood-stained
jay-packet

THE MOVEMENT ABROAD

is literally littered with the remains of
obsolete projects—Black Knight, Blue
Streak, the Brabazon, all obsolete before
their brief moment of glorious fame.
Now TSR2 is threatened with the axe
in the same way that the joint AngloFrench project Concorde has been
threatened. The deadly saraband of
defensive and offensive weapons have
led already to the anti-missile-missile
why not the anti-anti-missile-missilemissile and so on to the nth power?
Until the day dawns that an irresist
ible force meets an immovable object
there is no security or stability in arma
ments. The new merchants of death
will see to that. The new merchants
of death have, like merchants of all
other commodities, changed their tech
nique. No longer do we have the hard
sell of the crude huckstering of Mr.
Shearer, or of the Navy League (‘we
want eight and we won’t wait’), but we
have the soft sell of governmentsponsored research into these deadly
weapons or carriers of weapons, then
civil aviation takes over the production
and marketing and the air routes of the
world are subsidized by governments
who know they can convert airliners
into military transports at a moment’s
notice.
THE BRAIN DRAIN
The vast amounts of capital needed
to finance research in these days can
only come from the State; private enter
prise is not enterprising enough (or mug
enough), to sink money into a gamble.
Rather would it sit on the sidelines to
wait for the taxpayer to subsidize their
‘enterprise’ and calmly proceed to take
over afterwards.
The same double standard applies to
technicians.
The ‘brain drain’ to
America is not the only drain. For
example, in this week’s The Aeroplane
appears an obituary of Captain M. L.uby,
R.N. (retd.). Captain Luby was from
1938-41 supervisor of naval aero-engine
repair and maintenance at the Air
Ministry and Ministry of Aircraft Pro
duction. In 1944 he was appointed
Deputy-director of Aero-Engine research
and development; becoming Principal
Director in 1952. He then moved over
at 39 to private industry, being vicechairman and general manager of Rotax

Ltd. until 1961 when he joined High
Duty Alloys as a director.
OYERGROWN CHULDREN^.
The perpetual wail from the. aircraft
industry that they are being sabotaged,,
justifies the remark attributed to Mr.
Denis Healey: ‘It is not the duty of
the Ministry to wet-nurse overgrown
and mentally retarded children.’ But
nevertheless it is not the duty of the
workers to copy their masters and
beseech for work on these instruments
of destruction, the supersonic hedge
hopping bomber on which apparently
their livelihood, and to believe the
papers, the future of the whole British
economy depends. One would have
thought that in these days of fullemployment that the possibilities of a
sudden plunge into absolute joblessness
was remote; the most dreadful thing
that could happen would be a transfer
to another job possibly in another town
but at the moment there are no Jarrows
in prospect.
Let it not be thought that this is a
defence of Harold Wilson’s dauntless
pacifism against the belligerence of Sir
Douglas Home and the Tory press. Mr.
Harold Wilson has no intention of
cutting down British armaments. Much
as he would wish to give the appearance
of disarming to appease his pacifist
wing, nevertheless his trade union wing
will insist on armaments jobs being
retained—even for the export market*
because the British worker, like the
merchant of death of pre-war days has
a vested interest in the bloody traffic.
It is enough to make Fenner Brockway
turn in his grave.
J ack R obinson.
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Towards
Freedom in
Work
A N A R C H Y is PubRshed by
Freedom Press at 2s.
on the first Saturday of every month

Freedom a * School Level

When kids march through the
streets demanding that their head
master should not be sacked, that
headmaster has made a break
through in education. The London
County Council, which likes to
think of itself as “progressive”
because of fts Labour majority, but
which is one of the most hidebound
and reactionary of bodies, wants to
NEW BOOKS
sack Mr. Duane from Risinghill London, there are many schools districts to hold religious services, the cause of Risinghill has become
Masks of God, Vol. 3
identified with the principle of free
Joseph Campbell 63/- comprehensive school because of his where they are known at least because the religions are too mixed
Oime and Punishment in Britain
dangerous theories. They are all the monthly. Risinghill has reduced the and those who adhere to the dom in schooling, pioneered by a
Nigel Walker 70/- more dangerous because they work. problem to one of the occasional Established Church are neither few ‘anarchistic cranks’ and now per
The Negro Since Emancipation
It is pointed out that Mr. Duane, is ‘nutter’ for whom no remedy exists always in a m ajority nor the most m eating the national system, to the
(Ed.) H. Wish 40/- alleged to be a disciple of that arch because the occasion is so rare.
inclined to believe. An easy indif h o rro r of all good ‘educationalists’.
The Tin Men
Michael Frayn 18/ference is society’s solution, but
The
scholastic
records
are
good,
heretic,
A.
S.
Neill.
He
has
abolished
I n t e r n a t io n a l is t .
Sexual Deviation
A. Storr 25/teachers are expected not to know
Albert Camus
Germain Br6e 5/- the cane. He has introduced a and the parents around Risinghill
Selected Prose
Henry Miller 63/- friendly atmosphere into the school. are concerned lest the closure of the that.
A s the problem of today in most
He does not insist on attendance at school by the L.C.C. lead to their
Occasional Writings
Fyodor Dostoievsky 42/- particular lessons. Worse, he is a children being dispersed among comprehensive schools is over
humanist, and does not hold religious various schools and losing their crowded classrooms, there is a lot to A N A R C H IS T F E D E R A T IO N
REPRINTS AND CHEAP EDITIONS services in which he does not believe. chances at ‘O’ levels. Scholastically, be said for taking out those unin
O F B R IT A IN
The Pullman Strike
A. Lindsey 21/- The Press therefore look for what Risinghill is a good case for the terested in a lesson fo r the sake of
Cor-ordinating
Secretary: Tom Jackson,
Presidentiai Papers Norman Mailer 6/- must be the logical consequences of comprehensive school, which else those willing to learn. W hy leave
10 G ilbert Place, London, W.C.l.
End of my Life
Vance Bourjaily 3/6 all these dreadful,
them
in
to
m
ake
things
difficult
for
anarchistic where in the country Labour defends
policies. They hunt for violence, with great vigour, despite the Tory the others? N o L.C.C. inspector
SECOND-HAND
childhood pregnancy, swearing, campaign against it. But it does not would adm it the truth of this, since
Delinquency and Human Nature, D. H. smoking,
Lo n d o n A n a r c h is t G rou p
and so on (whilst defend Risinghill, which is a success, it is adm inistratively destructive
Stott (paper covers) 6/-; The People of
“Lamb and F lag”, Rose Street, Covent
though
it
happens
to
work.
journalists
and
cameramen
smoke,
because
it
has
become
too
‘revolu
Great Russia, Geoffrey Gorer and John
The parents, and kids, at Rising G arden, W.C.2 (near G arrick and King
Rickman 3/-; The Road from Sharpeville, swear, fight and occasionally give tionary’. The headmaster has made
discipline appear unnecessary, and hill are behind M r. D uane, and when Streets: Leicester Square tube), 7.45 p.m.
Bernard Sachs 5/-; Hunger and Love, birth).
Lionel Britton 7/6; The Servile State,
It would be too much to expect they must either admit he is right, or the kids m arched in protest through SUNDAYS
Hilaire Belloc 6/-; The Girl with the that they do not find any of these close the school. But they cannot St. Pancras last Saturday, it was
Swansdown Seat (Soiled), Cyril Pearl results. But what makes them bitter admit that thj| is the reason for the heartening to see th at there is an
JA N -24 Sid Parker
3/-; Evergreen Review No. 13: What is is what also makes the L.C.C. Edu- closure, so the^ pretend it is adminis- answer to the problem of the ‘black Individualist Perspectives.
Pataphysics? 4/-; A Spy in the House of
board jungle’. These were not young JA N 31 M aurice Goldman
Love, Anais Nin 3/6; Unconscious cation Department bitter. They find tratively necessary. Yet the campaign
mobsters anxious to b eat up the H appiness through sex.
Memory, Samuel Butler 4/-; How to so little. Islington is a tough district, against Mr. Duane goes on.
And what/1 after all, was the m ore timid teacher, perhaps doing FEB 7 London Anarchist Group
Psycho-Analyse Yourself, Joseph Ralph Risinghill has always been a tough
F uture activities?
3/-; The Rationalist’s Manual (1897), schooL Forty years ago Risinghill alternative tc Mr. Duane’s methods his or her best and m ade unpopular
Such m obsters FEB 14 Bob Coster
Aletheia, M.D. 5/6.
was a ‘blackboard jungle’. Similar of freedom? ! Coercion would not through shyness.
schools in London today are afflicted work. This is the ghost that haunts exist in London’s schools, but they Subject to be announced.
PERIODICALS
by race riots; teachers go in fear of County Hall. It is very well saying, are not a problem at Risinghill, FEB 21 P hilip H olgate
The W orld’s A narchist Press.
The Word 6d. monthly; Direct Action their lives or at any rate their limbs; ‘Cane them’.Hbut the teachers of which has tried m ethods deriving
4d. monthly; The Freethinker 6d. weekly; the kids may beat up or defame the today cannot ^lways stand up to the from A. S. Neill, and whose daring
A ll welcome
The Industrial Worker 4d. monthly; teachers, and smoking and swearing older youngsters of today, and if it experiments in freedom have been
Socialist Leader 4d. weekly; Peace News is frequent. Mr. Michael Duane did is to be a case of physical force, accepted and respected in N orth
6d. weekly; Le Monde Libertaire 1/3 not tackle a middleclass school but
N O TT IN G
H IL L
ANARCHIST
there there are certain places such as London.
monthly; Espoir 4d.; Le Combat Syndi
G R O U P. Secretary N.H.A.G., Flat 3,
The
L
ab
o
u
r
Party,
which
dares
a
workingclass
school
in
a
cosmo
Islington
where
it
would
not
always
calist 4d.; Industrial Youth 2d.; Limbo
politan area. What is the result? be the authorities who won. Isling not attack the problem of the public 5 Colville H o u s e , - London, W.I1.
2/- monthly; Views and Comments 1/-.
Meetings 2nd and 4th Thursday of each
Race riots are unknown, and racial ton was tough forty years ago, but in school and leaves E ton and H arrow m
onth at above address.
feeling is good. Colours and creeds those days, working class parents to produce the leadership of its
mix well at school and what they were afraid of the police, of the political opponents, is determ ined to
might pick up outside is negated by authorities, and if a boy complained close down Risinghill. If the reac
what they learn inside. (Indeed, of the cane, they would belt him the tionaries of County H all do not use
(Open 2 p.m.—5.30 p.m. daily;
somewhat of a problem is created more. Today the master has not quite the sam e m ethods as the R E G IO N A L F E D E R A T IO N S
10 a.m.—1 pan. Thursdays;
because Negro children at Risinghill only got to stand up to a physically Spanish reactionaries used against A N D G R O U P S
10 a.m.—5 p.m. Saturdays).
do not experience the hostility they stronger generation, but one unin Francisco F errer’s school sixty years B IR M IN G H A M A N A R C H IST GROUP.
sometimes find when leaving scfiool hibited by >a>Heeling of class in ago, it is only because they are D etails of meetings from Peter Neville,
17a M AXW ELL ROAD
and seeking jobs, but this is hardly a feriority. And the parents might well obliged to act within constitutional 12 South Grove, Erdington, B’ham, 23.
FULHAM SW6 Te l: REN 3736 reflection on Mr. Duane.)
counter withjlegal summonses. Then limits and not because they would
U N D E E G R O U P. Contact M i k e
One teacher claims to have been again, the papers complain that Mr. not gladly put M r. D uane up against D
M allet, 20 South G eorge Street, Dundee.
attacked. Once. A year ago. And Duane is a humanist (or at least, the walls of the ‘Angel’ and shoot Meetings Saturdays 2.30 p.m.
the boy proves to have come from a that being,a|humamst, he does not him. It is true th at parents are in
D IN B U R G H A N A R C H IST GROUP.
broken home with a record of suicide pretend to tje a believing Christian clined to support the school because E
Correspondence Secretary: D o u g l a s
in the family. In many East London for the sake of the children, as most they do not want an interruption of Trum an, 13 N orthum berland Street,
schools with no greater a problem of headmasters do). Here they must their children’s schooling solely in Edinburgh, 3. Meetings every alternate
broken homes than Risinghill, such face the problem that it is impossible order to bolster up the convenience M onday a t above 7.30 p jn .
attacks are known daily. In North in some of today’s racially mixed of the E ducation D epartm ent. B ut G LASG OW A N A R CH IST GROUP.
SELECTIONS FROM ‘FREEDOM’

The Cause of Risinghill

Freedom Bookshop

FREEDOM PRESS
PUBLICATIONS

Vol 2 1952: Postscript to Posterity
Vol 3 1953: Colonialism on Trial
Vol 4 1954: Living on a Volcano
Vol 5 1955: The Immoral Moralists
Vol 6 1956: Oil and Troubled Waters
Vol 7 1957: Year One—Sputnik Era
Vol 8 1958: Socialism in a Wheelchair
Vol 9 1959: Print, Press & Public
Vol 10 1960: The Tragedy of Africa
Vol 11 1961: The People in the Street
Vol 12 1962: Pilkington v. Beeching
Each volume: paper 7/6 cloth 10/6
The paper edition of the Selections »
available to readers of FREEDOM
at 5/6 post free.
E. MALATESTA
Anarchy Paper 1/PROUDHON
What is Property? cloth 42/ALEXANDER BERK MAN
ABC of Anarchism paper 2/6
HERBERT READ
Poetry & Anarchism paper 2/6
ALEX COMFORT
Delinquency 6d.
PAUL ELTABACHEH
Anarchism (Seven Exponents of the
Anarchist Philosophy) cloth 21/RUDOLF ROCKER
Nationalism and Culture
cloth 21/CHARLES MARTIN
Towards a Free Society 2/6
IOHN HEWETSON
Sexual Freedom for the Young 6d.
111-Health. Poverty and the State
cloth 2/6 paper I/VOL1NE
Nineteen-Seventeen (The Russian
Revolution Betrayed) cloth 12/6
The Unknown Revolution
(Kronstadt 1921, Ukraine 1918-21)
doth 12/6 _________________
E. A GUTK1ND
The Expanding Environment
(illustrated) boards 1/6
GEORGE BARRETT
The First Person (Selections) 2/6

Correspondence: Joe Embleton, Thrush
Villa, Com m onhead, A irdrie, La narks.
M eetings at H orseshoe Bar, D rury Street,
Tuesdays at 8 p.m.
didn’t want to know. To them apparently
M A N C H E ST E R G R O U P .
Contact
Socialism
meant
canvassing,
CND
G raham Leigh, 5 M ere Close, Sale,
demos, and debating aspects of inter Cheshire. M eetings: Black Lion Hotel,
national affairs. Too many anarchists
Chapel Street, M anchester, 2nd and 4th
In reply to Comrade ‘Michaels’ ’ and dissuaded several people from going take this attitude. I was very surprised
Tuesday of the month, 8 p.m.
article. I agree that there is great in. The thing was, we made our point, at the AFB Conference when discussing
M ERSEY SID E
FEDERATION.
political apathy in universities and and I was afterwards told by the Union this very question with some of the
Enquiries: Vincent Johnson’s, 43 Millcolleges. But Comrade, this should now ‘leadership’ that this point would be students to find not one of them
bank, Liverpool 13.
change, you are there, or to put it more carefully considered at a later date. interested in taking p art in his own
another way, if you feel something is
The point that I am trying to make college union affairs.
O R P IN G T O N A N A R CH IST GROUP.
lacking at Hull, change it, as we have is simple, and one which is apparently
K nockholt, N r. Sevenoaks, K e n t Every
Being a student means you are a
tried to do at Birmingham. You may forgotten by most student anarchists. member of a community—or a commune
six weeks. N ext meeting Sunday, January
succeed better than us, we have too Being a student doesn’t mean you dis if you prefer it—composed of students,
17, 2 p.m. a t Greenways, Knockholt.
many management and professional sociate yourself from life. Just because teachers, researchers, technical staffs,
Phone: K nockholt 2316. Brian and
students, particularly from Africa and some militants call you ‘intellectuals’ cleaners, administrators, clerks, cooks,
M aureen Richardson.
Asia, who are even more afraid of there’s no need to try and live up to it. kitchen hands, maintenance men, porters, SO U TH W ALES. Irregular meetings
projecting the wrong image. Also being If you are anarchists you acknowledge gardeners and many more. They are
held. E nquire Peter Raymond, 300 Whit
an L.E.A. College, Birmingham College that you are very responsible people. there to sell, or perhaps give, a service,
church Road, G abalfa, Cardiff.
of Commerce, while it has over a Responsible enough, here and now, as to the student, and to each other, but
V A N C O U V ER, BRITISH COLUMBIA,
hundred degree students, sets a rather well as later, in a free society. It is they are also there primarily to make a
staider image than even ‘redbrick’.
therefore your duty to take an active living. They are, like you, members of C A N A D A . M onthly Forum —Last Sun
day of each m onth. Enquiries to Bill
This, however, hasn’t stopped us part in Union affairs, not only to your the worknig class, and deserve the same
Fletcher, 104 W e s t 1 1 t h Avenue,
forming an Anarchist Society here. We fellow students, but to your fellow consideration that you as students get,
Vancouver.
now also get a Union grant due to a workers outside. And if you employ in fact they deserve more, they deserve
C A N A D A : SA A . (Solidarity Inter
prolonged agitation by the group in co Union staff, it is your duty to ensure solidarity. Are you giving it to them,
nationale A ntitotalituire) Canadian Sec
operation with the then Socialist Society their wages and working conditions are does your Union care about it? If not
tion. A nyone interested please w rite lan
and the Christian Fellowship. We arc adequate enough for you to do the job, then make it. The student’s nam e is
W eryho, M ontreal, Station B, P.B. 1145
all, with one exception, members of the that is, were you doing it for the next mud, why? Because he is set apart,
and because of this he too sets himself
or phone M ontreal 845-2671.
Union General Council, and on Sub twenty years yourself.
committees, and take an active share
1 was greatly shocked, when I was at apart from the rest of his community.
in College life.
the University of Keele some years ago, Comrade Michaels says the U nion is
Admittedly we have done little, except when sitting in the refectory selling a apathetic about apartheid, etc., no one
QFF-GENTRE LONDON
talk. However, that does not mean we copy of Anarchy on Workers Control, comes to the Labour Club and CN D ,
have not succeeded to put a more to be told by the catering boss that if so who cares, they are apathetic. The
BISGDSSION MEETINGS
libertarian line across whenever oppor he saw a union official on the campus way to get them to care is to set an
3rd W ednesday of each m onth at Jack
tunity ottered. Our main achievement he'd get the porters to have him example by doing something useful,
R obinson and M ary C anipa’s, 21 Rumwas at a Union SGM discussing partici removed. I later raised this at a meeting something visible, here at home, other
bold Rd., S.W.6 (off K ing’s Rd.), 8 p.m.
pation with other colleges in a joint of the college Labour Club. They just wise how can they really know any
thing that matters. They will have no
Union building, where we insisted that
la s t T hursday in m onth: At George
frame of reference to set their sense of
it should be written Into any policy
H ayes’, 174 M cLeod R oad, S.E.2.
commitment against. Give them one
statement that Union employees should LETTERS
2nd Friday at B rian Leslie’s, 242 Ameswhere they can see it and they will
be paid, at least, the minimum, trade
bury Avenue, S.W.2 (Streatham Hill,
We
welcome
your
letters
but
please
begin
to
know
the
meaning
of
terms
N r. Station).
union agreed, rate-for-the-job. Achieve
keep
them
brief!
A
maximum
of
250
like
apartheid,
racialism,
class
prejudice
ment is perhaps the wrong word, as we
3rd Friday of each m onth at 8 p.m. at
words
and
It
will
get
In
uncut,
otherwise,
and
the
like.
But
think
of
politics
as
1 were defeated, but our victory was when
D onald & Irene R ooutn’s, 148a Fellows
we
may
have
to
abbreviate
It
for
youl
something
happening
only
‘out
there’
we walked out in protest, so making
R oad, Swiss Cottage. N W T
—Eds.
and you will get only dilettantism.
the meeting without a quorum. We then
Birmingham,
23.
P
eter
N
b
w
M picketed the meeting for half an hour
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‘ The boy who took a dead-end job '•Evening Standard
T he Manchester Wunicipal Handbook

FR E E D O M is still in a transition
* stage. More changes are likely
and we hope they will make for a
more balanced paper.
Readers will already have noticed
that new contributors are coming
forward, and in some cases, old con
tributors are being persuaded to
reactivate themselves. We are aim
ing at an anarchist journal that will
continue the function that F reedom
has always set itself: of presenting all
anarchist points of view as long as
they are adequately and articulately
presented to us.
To this end we are trying to build
up a team of writers throughout the
country who will undertake responsi
bility for working with the paper and
will take seriously the job of pre
senting copy on subjects of interest
to themselves and the rest of us, and
get it to us in time.
We have already found a number
of comrades who are prepared to
commit themselves to write for us
regularly on various topics. What
we still need are comrades who will
regard themselves as our correspon
dents in their own locality and will
provide us with news items of parti
cular interest to this journal. This
would ideally mean news of anar
chist activity in your area, or news
of events that deserve attention from
the anarchists but that hasn’t
gathered attention in the national
press. Too often do we have to
limp along behind the capitalist
papers with news and comment
because we have no news-gathering
resources of our own.
Since we have no financial re
sources to buy the services of
reporters or of news agencies we
must rely on the voluntary services
of non-paid contributors. If you
want to see matters dealt with in
these columns that seem to be
ignored, the answer is obvious; proru s^ jlh |th e m aterial yourself! ^
At the same time, please recognise
that our space is limited, and some
thing that may seem of overwhelm
ing interest to you, may not seem so
to others. While we welcome—are
indeed soliciting—contributions, we
clearly cannot guarantee automatic
acceptance. But if you are pre
pared to make yourself of use to the
only weekly anarchist journal in
English in the world, without acting
like a prima donna or getting huffy
if your stuff is not accepted, then we
are waiting to hear from you.
What we need is topical material
from all over the world to be able to
build up an authoritative interna
tional coverage.
We also need
topical comment on events in this
country. If you are an anarchist
you will know what we need.
The biggest of our changes has
obviously been the reorganisation of
our back page—already dealt with
thereon. We have made this new
arrangement in order to give our
anarcho-syndicalist comrades more
support in distributing the paper in
industry, and to give more represen
tation of specifically anarchosyndicalist arguments and analyses,

hitherto sadly lacking in this country.
For those comrades who are not
primarily interested in industrial
matters, we should like to say that
work is of vital importance for the
individual, while production and dis
tribution are of vital importance for
the community.
The ideas of
anarcho-syndicalism seem to as to
represent the most effective means
of relating anarchist ideas to the
wider issues of industrial life. But
if the new arrangement offends, just
ignore the back page! There are
three other pages devoted to other
subjects and other interpretations of
anarchism.
But those comrades in industry
who welcome the new presentation—
please give it your support by contri
bution and by circulation.
This, of course, applies to all of us
— all of you! F reedom badly needs
many more readers. We have all
sorts of ideas for improvement, from
simply re-introducing red into our
heading, to presenting more illustra
tions (blocks cost money!) to in
creasing the number of pages, to
bringing out special issues on special
subjects when the need arises, to
advertising more, and providing
Freedom Press—Freedom—15 —
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restoration of the death penalty has led alternative service have been told that
1964-65 listed among the honorary free to 27 applications for the job of public they cannot speak to meetings or publish
men of the City Field Marshal Lord executioner which was abolished in writings without the authorization of the
Montgomery as dying June 12, 1963. 1949. The New York Times reports that superior authority. It is forbidden for
This old soldier, in fact, has not died after Stanleyville was recaptured by them to comment on any subject in
and is writing a ‘massive book’ on the Belgian paratroops, more than 500 Con connection with social, political or
history of warfare. On the other hand golese including men, women and religious questions or matters relating to
Admiral Darlan, ex-collaborator, who children were executed as ‘rebels’. The foreign powers and armies. The second
was assassinated when the Allies no executions were carried out without article says that any paper, leaflet or
longer had any u9® for him, was re trial. The suspects were led into the writing contrary to discipline will be
buried at the French naval cemetery at Patrice Lumumba stadium, one by one, forbidden inside the unit. It is also
Mers-el-Kebir. This was after negotia if the spectators cheered or clapped, forbidden during the period of service to
tions with De Gaulle that he should be the suspect was released. If they booed be a member of any movements for the
buried in the Invalides which was scaled he was condemned to death. Victims support of social, religious, political or
down to Mers-el-Kebir; a small vessel were driven to a lonely road and mown professional objects. The C.O.s at Brigwas substituted forf an aircraft carrier down with machine guns. A man aged noles are not prepared to accept this
and haggling went on about the numbers 19 was sentenced to death at Berkshire regulation. The South Wales Echo
present at the cerenfi^ny, the son wanted Assizes for the capital murder of his denounces as ‘Wicked’, leaflets sent to
50, the Government ^said three, but they girl friend by shooting. January 27 has Welsh Servicemen from the Committee
compromised on 10, hut without govern been fixed as the date of the execution of 100 advising them how to become
ment representatives. Mr. Kruschev of Ronald John Cooper. It is possible conscientious objectors and get out of
became an ‘unpersog- being deleted from that in view of Mr. Silverman’s anti | the Forces. Mr. George Thomas who is
the Soviet calendar, and once again The hanging bill neither of these sentences Parliamentary Under-Secretary at the
History of the Communist Party of the will be carried out. Dr. Mathews the Home Office said: ‘This is the most
Soviet Union wasp! withdrawn. The Dean of St. Pauls said that the intention staggering thing I have ever come across.
Evening Standard' o b i t u a r y of Lord to pray for the Central Criminal Court It is completely irresponsible and I shall
Alexander the co-6p peer is headed (the Old Bailey) on Sunday had nothing ask the Home Office to carry out a full
THE BOY WHO TOOK A DEAD-END to do with the increase of crime and the investigation.’ D ie leaflets give the
addresses of the responsible parties
abolition of capital punishment..........
JOB. . . .
including Hampstead Committee of
J on Q uixote .
I n w e st Germany public demand for the F rench conscientious objectors doing 100. . . .

Leyton please love me

means for sales drives—and all sorts
of ways in which this journal could
serve better the anarchist movement
The 1964 GeneraftElection was fought
and spread the anarchist idea.
For all this, we need help. Money out in a spirit of good humoured in
for the Press Fund is the simplest, tolerance. Someone threw an egg at Sir
Home and a heckler managed to
but very much better would be new Alec
take the pee out of Harold Wilson at
subscriptions for new readers. We \ Chatham.
need to double our circulation in
Only Smethwick lifted a stone to show
1965 just for a start! This means what lay beneath the cheerful insults
every one of you buying the paper apd the phoney statistics for here the
today to find someone else to do the stench of the Deeji South became a
same within the next twelve months. major issue and of their fear, the voters
of Smethwick spawned a Mr. Peter
Too much to ask?
as their Conservative member
If you are an anarchist, this paper Griffiths
for Parliament. Fear was the whip that
exists for the purpose of presenting drove the people of 4his dreary industrial
* the ideas you believe in. It can town • to register their ^shame, fear for
survive only through the support of their jobs, Uhcirfchomes, and their
those who sh are' your beliefs. customs. Fear 'ih jfa n increasing alien
Please don’t let sectarian differences minority mightlylurp the controls of
of interpretation or petty personal their narrow worldland of this parochial
animosities deprive the movement evil they produced a Mr. Peter Griffiths
to cry their bate and mouth their
of your contribution, Work with us collected
whirimers.
And Gordon
to make F reedom a paper that will Walker, Her Majesty’s Unelected Foreign
not merely comment upon other Secretary, was tdised out of this safe
people’s activities—help us to make Labour seat, to publicly humiliate him
it a paper that will influence events self before the people of Leyton that
and move society in the direction we they should sendjjhim to the House of
Commons on Tmirsday the 21st of
want it to go!
January as theiire lected representative.
P.S.
To achieve this lit was necessary to

Continued from page I
The situation is macabre to say
the least. Canada was supplying
planes to Indonesia with assurances
of course that the planes will only be
used for peaceful purposes. America
is buying more rubber from Indo
nesia than from Malaya, Indonesian
rubber is cheaper. The U.S. is grant
ing Malaysia a defence loan only at
5% interest and for not more than
seven years, and she is pouring mil
lions of dollars into Indonesia.
Australia is supplying Indonesia with
technical equipment of military
value—trucks, cranes, transmitters
and radio equipment. Australia
justifies this action by claiming that

CESSPQ0L
OF INTRIGUE

the Colombo Plan is to make our
possible enemies' love us. ‘Give the
Indonesians thej gadgets to make
themselves happy and the tension
will be over.’
Incidentally, ^Australian troops
are helping to fight the Indonesians
in Borneo, Also in passing, a
couple of years ago Australia in
formed Britain fthat shipments of
weapons and other offensive material
to Indonesia would be unwelcome.
Eventually a series of Committees
were established|which vetted com
mercial contracts as they arose.
These local wars are very handy to
‘get into* commercially, providing of
M A K E S U R E O F Y O U R A N A R C H IS T JO U R N A LS B Y SUBSCRIBING 1 course, that yoi) are not the poor
bastard trekkingjthrough the bloody
jungle, or the wife or mother sweat
w eek ly
m o n th ly
ing on the top line at home.
Price 4d. Every Saturday except the first
Price 2s. (2s. 3d. or 30c. by post)
What’s the score now? Indonesia
in each month. (40 issues per year.)
Appears first Saturday of each month.
is
half in, half lout of the United
BY POST:
BY POST:
Nations. On January 14, Sukarno
1 year (40 issues) 20s. (U.S. $3)
1 year (12 issues) 25s. (U.8. $3.50)
6 months (20 issues) 10s. ($1.50)
announced that he would accept the
BY AIR MAIL: 1 year 47s. ($7)
3 months (10 issues) 5s. (75c.)
recommendationfof a U.N. investi
SPECIAL RATE FOR 2 COPIES:
JOINT SUB. FREEDOM/ANARCHY:
gating committee and abide by its
1 year (40 issues) 30s. (U.S. $4.50)
1 year 40s. ($6), 6 months 20s. ($3)
decision. A U.N survey team did
6 months (20 issues) 15s. ($2.25)
3 months 10s. 6d. ($1.50)
visit Sabah and Sarawak in 1963
BY AIR MAIL:
2 COPIES OF EACH:
which
led to the two states being
1 year (40 issues) 45s. (U.8. $7)
1 year 63s. ($9), 6 months 31s. 6d. ($4.50)
admitted
to the Malaysia Federation.
FREEDOM by AIR MAIL, ANARCHY by SURFACE: 1 year 65s. ($9.50)
Sukarno rejected the decision on the
grounds that the survey was held
under ‘the threat of British
Cheques, P.O.’s and Money Orders should
bayonets’.
be made out to FREEDOM PRESS,
It is reported that Indonesia was
crossed A/c Payee and addressed to the
17a MAXWELL ROAD,
seeking to use the good offices of
LONDON,
S.W.6
Phone:
RENown
3736
publishers:
Japan to obtain a settlement.
Pakistan is ready to consider mediat
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to a greasy black and the lights of the
closed shops in the High Street made'
islands of loneliness in this sprawling
suburban scab of terraced houses and
cheap ‘contemporary’.
We entered
Sybourn Street primary school (see the
suppressed Hogg report on Education),
passed a guard of police into that
familiar world of municipal brown tiles,
sick green washable paint and parquetry
flooring, there to sit out once more the
long and boring meeting. That this was
to be no ordinary meeting became noisily
obvious for a third of the floor space
had already been taken over by press
and television crews. Men in sheepskin
jackets trod among the maze of-cables
and arc lights fizzed and spluttered in
preparation. We sat and we waited and
the hall quickly filled. There were few
young people and only a small squad
of CND, bearded and duffle-coated,
broke the pattern of dull uniformity.
We were but 300 seated and the mass
of press and stewards formed a solid
barrier around the three walls. The
stewards were, in the main, men of
middle age and soberly dressed and one
knew that if anyone was thrown out it
would be done with courtesy and gentle
ness but one would surely be thrown
out. Only the press lorded it with a
studied contempt for local feelings. At
ing. Tunku Abdul Rahman has a 7.59 p.m. Gordon Walker walked
deep distrust of Sukarno. Britain is through the clicking cameras and at
building up a sizeable land, sea. and 8.04 p.m. a scuffle broke out at the
air force so all in all the ground back of the hall yet ere we were oh
our collective feet it was over and the
looks far from fertile for any sort of dissenter
left leaving only his echo.
settlement.
I had come to mock but in that
Power politics is having a ball and audience of hostile cameras one could
the ordinary people be they Malay, not join the well-dressed rabble. There
Chinese, Indonesian or British are under the harsh camera lights one wasr
paying the price with their lives, and all too well informed of the shine on theuntil they cry halt, and take action blue serge suit of Arthur Bottomley,
they will always be the dispensable the Secretary of State, for Common
wealth Relations, and his street corner
two bit actors in political wars.
rhetoric flowed past one. We sat in
B il l C h ristopher .
this pool of indifferent press agents,
Mrs. Walker in her puce costume,
Gordon Walker with his bottle green
waistcoat, and we of the audience, and
the cameras clicked and clicked in our
faces.
Gordon Walker rose.to speak and one
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
watched with sympathy the film of
WEEK 2, JANUARY 16, 1965:
Expenses: 2 weeks at £70:
£140 sweat beneath his thinning hair. Ho
Income: Sales and Subs.:
£171 spoke quietly and with courtesy yet said
nothing of importance and after but
SURPLUS
£31 three or four questions the meeting
faded to a dismal end for there were
Sweden: H.P. 2/-; Birkbcck College: neither Nazi punch-ups,. witty heckling
M.D. 10/-; New York: P.L. £4/7/-; or intelligent questions. One brief
Kings Norton: F.D. £10; Boston: A.L. action of Gordon Walker won a measure
14/-; Woldingham: F.B. 5/-; S.E.5: R.T. of support and that was when, without
£3; W.C,2: K.M. 10/-; Reading: D.K. hesitation or apology, he literally shoved
10/-; Wolverhampton: J.K.W.* 2/-; J.L.* a cameraman away and for that we
3/-; Oregon: J.C. £1/8/-; Cardiff:. C.H. silently thanked him.
We left for the rain-filled darkness to
2/6; Liverpool: T.W. 10/-; Belfast; W.G.
5/-; California: J.C. £1/15/-; Strausburg: the jeers of a small waiting crowd,
10/6; E.6: B.S. 2/-; Cheltenham: L.G.W.* leaving behind a public repudiation o f
the ideals of the socialist twenties that
10/-; Torino: P.A. £1/1/6; Honolulu:
M. M. 14/-; Edgbaston: J.M. 1/9; Mount was nurtured in these same school
Lehman: D.B. 7/-,* Madison: E.T. 14/-; meetings, for this is the sad dichotomy
N. W.3: B.S. £1; Glasgow: A.J. 2/-; that faces all who seek power by virtue'
of political mass support, that to win
Kelly: A.M. £1; Penzance: J.G. 5/-.
TOTAL
£30 11 3 that support they must surrender the
Previously acknowledged
£26 4 8 principles that wete the.dynamic of the
founding fathers and at this meeting
1965 total to date
£56 15 11 police and press manipulated us while
we shuffled obediently along at their
demands.
A rthur M oyse .
'’Denotes Regular Contributors.

hoist the elderly Reginald William
Sorensen into the House of Lords and
the stage was now set for the farce.
Monday at three o’clock we had
assembled outside Leyton Town Hall to
watch the candidates make their official
bow. A dull day and a dull event until
a political clown of Colin Jordan’s
British National Socialist Movement,
with face smeared with brown colouring
and wearing a West Indian costume,
came running past us and into the
Town Hall there to file his nomination.
But the whole ‘happening’ was a heavyhanded gag for the Nazi group refused
to deposit the required- £150 and Jordan,
his wife Fran^oise and their tame clown
grinned as "the cameras clickecT The
Jordans gave their Nazi salute to a few
half-hearted boos and for the conscience
of the Left I blew a vulgar raspberry,
but Colin gave out with his schoolboy
smile while Frangoise gazed through me
with a look of Imperial Contempt.
It was at 8 o’clock that the first of
the official political meetings was to take
place and, despite the fact that there
are five candidates standing for this byelection, Gordon Walker is the focus
of attention and discussion.
The
drizzling rain had turned* the dark streets

PRESS FUND

Dockets!
Aim of CONTROL!
From the Press this week, it
emerges that the port employers and
the Transport and General Workers’
Union have admitted that they
failed in their attempt to get the
dockers to work week-ends. It seems
that they will now wait for the
report by the Devlin Committee,
which has now started the second
part of its investigations into the
docks.
It is almost certain that this com
mittee will recommend a reduction
in the number of employers, which
when last counted amounted to 444
in the London docks alone. Although
some of the smaller firms might not
like the idea, it seems inevitable that
they will be swallowed up by the
larger outfits.
The need for increased mechanisa
tion will also figure largely in the
report, and this in itself would force
some of the smaller firms out of
business, as the employers say that
further mechanisation would be un
profitable for them, unless the new
machines are used to capacity.
This will lead to the question of
shift-working being brought up for,
if mechanisation is to be more
widely used by a reduced number of
employers, then there should be no
need to work the number of hours
per week that l the dockers do at
present. If shift work is necessary
and desirable from the dockers’
point of view, then there should be
say two shifts per day, but with a
cut in the actual number of hours
worked daily per man.
BU N D ALLEY OF
N ATION A U S ATION
The employers- both private and
State (of which the railways are an
example), would rather have their
employees working excessive over
time than introduce more mechani
sation or employ more workers. It
is true that some more dockers are
being trained now, but since the war,
the number employed has fallen con
siderably though the volume of
goods bandied, with the help of
mechanisation, has increased tre
mendously.

The dockers do fear possibility of
a shortage of work if the labour
force is increased and I’m sure the
employers would object to paying
fall back money to these extra men
when trade was slack. It seems to
me that there is a need for the
dockers themselves to draw up a
plan for the industry, forgetting the
question of actual ownership and
concentrating on that of control of
the job. They should not be side
tracked into the blind alley of
nationalisation, which is employment
by the State, the biggest and toughest
employer of them all. If workers
can control the conditions under
which they work, then it does not
matter whether the boss resides in
Whitehall or the City.
GAINING CONTROL
Various Left-wing political groups
are now plugging the idea of
nationalisation. This is nothing new,
but they are now coupling workers’
control with it, which is ludicrous.
What they are in fact suggesting is
that the State, although retaining
ultimate control, will hand down to
the workers a mandate to run the
industry for themselves, providing
they work within the confines of the
plans (capitalist) of the State. Of
course this is not full workers’ con
trol, for that cannot be handed down
from above, with the boss retaining a
controlling interest, but must be
seized from, below, with no strings
attached. However, I think the
whole question of nationalisation of
the docks is out as far as the
Government is concerned.
Control of the job must be the
aim not only of the dockers but of
workers in other industries and
should cover many facets. They
- should press for a wage on which
they and their families can live with
out working any overtime. If more
mechanisation is necessary, then this
should be agitated for, but keeping
in mind that at the same time it
should be for their benefit. The
hiring of labour should also be
under their control but this should
not be abused in order that more

STILL A PERSONAL TRAGEDY
Wide coverage was given in the
national press, capitalist as well as com-'
munist, to the 10,000 strong march on
London by aircraft workers. They are
threatened with redundancy if the
Labour Government carries through its
expected cancellation of the TSR2, the
supersonic nuclear bomber, and other
similar defence projects.
The Daily Worker described the
protest as a demand for the "right to
work’ and wrote with some relish of
the calls for nationalisation of the
industry by some of the marchers.
Previously when these projects became
uneconomical they were slowly run
down. While this was being done, some
new project came along which was taken
up. Meanwhile more public money was
being poured down the drain or rather
into the pockets of the aircraft
employers. With present defence spend
ing putting more and more strain on
the economy, something had to go. So
now it looks as if these projects will be
cancelled and instead of starting new
ones, ready-made planes, which will be
less expensive, will be purchased from
the U.S., or made here under contract.
But surely these workers knew that
it could not last forever. As mentioned
on another page, this redundancy will
not mean any great hardship expressed
in national terms, but nevertheless it is
a tragedy where each worker and his
family is concerned. What amount of
severance pay will he get? Will he be
able to get another job within easy reach
of his home, or will he have to move
to another town?
The Labour Movement of the country

was at one time much influenced by an
anti-militarist as well as a more revolu
tionary view of the role it could play.
It was not pacifist by. any means, but
there did exist a solidarity which
exceeded national boundaries. There
were minor successes in the anti-military
sense, but the movement did not prevent
two world wars.
These aircraft workers who are now
threatened with the sack are really only
giving support to their employers. What
they do not realise is that while it is in
the interest of the employers to keep
the war economy going, it is not in
theirs to do the same. They might have
done very well on it so far, but their
security has not lasted.
Of course it is the Anarchists’ job
to persuade workers in jobs connected
with military defence to give them up.
We have to point out that solidarity is
not just a thing that exists among
workers in a factory who are threatened
with sackings, but crosses national
boundaries, for in their present protest,
a strong national feeling has been
expressed.
Obviously their skills are more useful
for peaceful purposes and it should be
stressed that it is far better that they
should be used in this way. But because
this is a personal tragedy for all who
will be made redundant, they are still
entitled to their wages. After all,
millions of pounds have been wasted so
far and surely it is far better to spend
money on redundancy payments than
to waste it on the TSR2 or on other
armaments.
P-T.

money may be taken home through
overtime. Adequate fall back money
should be paid when trade is slack.
At the moment this is so small that
it is more profitable for the em
ployers to pay overtime rates at
week-ends to get the work done and
then to pay fall back money for a
couple of days in the week when
there is no work.
There are other aspects such as
safety and canteen facilities which
need improving. It is along these
lines, trying to gain control, that all
workers should be going. As more
decisions over different aspects of
the job come within their grasp, so
will they become more united, by
stronger ties of solidarity, with fellow
workers.
This solidarity exists in the docks
and from this can be built a move
ment to gain control. Following this
example, workers in other industries
can make similar inroads into con
trol of their industries. All this will
illustrate that employers, be they
private or the State, are unnecessary
for the needs of society.
P.T.
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Office Workers Take Action
Government employed typists and
machine operators at the headquarters
of the Post Office Savings Bank in
Kensington decided to work-to-rule in
protest over the delays by the Treasury
in coming forward with a "satisfactory
offer’ to their pay demands. Protest
meetings, attended by over 1,000 workers,
were held at which they called for either
official union support for their work-torule or a full organised .stoppage.
This pay offer was supposed to be
made last month but so far nothing has
been forthcoming. However, it seems
that this action in London and a short
stoppage at the Newcastle-upon-Tyne
offices of the Ministry of Pensions might
have gingered up the Treasury.
The branch secretary of the Civil
Service Clerical Association, Mr. Sean
O’Brien, managed to get the members
back to work but he did not feel this

ANARCHO-SYNDICALISM
Y7ERY early in the development of capitalism, the workers
* began to realise that although, as the producers of all
wealth—they were indispensable, they were so only as a class.
The individual work^r-with n3 resources to fall back on, was
completely at the mercy of his employer, who owned the
means of life.
The early days of capitalism saw working conditions that
make one’s flesh creep just to read about to-day. The
invention of great new potentials for production brought to
the people, not wealth and more leisure, but savage exploita
tion and long hours of slavery.
But when it became apparent that the new industrialism
was here to stay, it also became clear that new forms of
struggle must be adopted, and out of the vague feelings of
class solidarity engendered by common suffering, grew the
knowledge that ‘unity is strength*.
The story of the association of the workers into unions is
a story of hard and bitter struggle. From the Combination
Act of 1799-1800, when any form of combination by workers
was punishable by prison, to the Trades Dispute Act of 1906,
which made trade unionism legal, every step forward was
not only resisted by the employers but also by the State.
And now, the Rookes-Barnard decision has made certain
trade union activities illegal again. The ruling class has
always clearly seen the danger to its power in a freely
organised working class.
But freedom from" domination was never the purpose of
trade union organisation. In spite of the methods of direct
action which the unions regularly used, there has never been
anything revolutionary about them. Content always to remain
wage-bargaining bodies within the framework of capitalism,
trade unionism has never seriously challenged the capitalist
system itself. Its role has been merely to gain a few extra
crumbs for the workers without pointing out to them that,
after all, they produce the whole cake.
In order to achieve legality, the trades unions developed
a political wing—now the Labour Party—and from the
Anarcho-Syndicalist point of view this has been a fatal
development, for the interests of the political party has
prevailed over the real interests of the industrial workers.
When Labour is in Opposition, token resistance to the more
outrageously capitalist demands of a Tory Government may
be mounted, and even this is forgotten when it is most needed
—as in times of Labour coalition with wartime Tory Govern
ment. But when Labour is in power the cry is ‘Don’t
embarrass OUR Government!’ or ‘Don’t rock the boat!*. The
function of the union as part of the State machine then
becomes much clearer.
Under free enterprise capitalism, they had degenerated into
coffin clubs and friendly societies. The immense funds they
had accumulated were invested in capitalist enterprises, in
war loans and government bonds; they were prosperous
concerns with well-paid officials. But with the coming of
nationalisation, the panacea for which the unions has always
campaigned, they became much more. They became organisa
tions for the maintenance of discipline over the workers. Their
main function became, not the representation of the workers’
point of view in disputes with the boss, but the maintenance
of industrial peace through collaboration with the boss. The
unions became, in the nationalised industries, the impersonal
machinery through which workers’ complaints reached the

would be the case if further unofficial
action was taken. He said, "Although
I stressed to the girls that it would be
better to have a co-ordinated campaign
nationally, I believe that if their claims
are not met speedily they will take
action as threatened.*
A further cause for discontent is the
uncertainty about their jobs, for the
P.O.S.B. headquarters are likely to be
moved to Glasgow. This will affect
about 8,000 staff and so it is small
wonder that action was taken. With the
unrest and resentment at delays, any
action taken at Kensington is likely to
spread to other clerical workers affected
by the Treasury’s hold-up of the wage
offer. This, no doubt, would be the
last thing their union would want, but
might be necessary if an offer is not
made shortly.
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managers. The unions have become organs of the State and
apologists for the Government.
In these respects, the trade unions in Britain differ very
little "from ' those in totalitarian states—or from those in
America. They are all stooge organisations for their govern
ments. In U.S.A., the leaders of the C.I.O. and the A.F.L.
proudly state that they are in favour of private enterprise
(‘The more profits for the boss, the more wages for the
worker—therefore let us make capitalism more efficient’),
while in the U.S.S.R. the unions are frankly State organs
(‘The first task of the trade unions is to penetrate the large
masses of the workers with the idea that they do not work
for a capitalist State, but for their State, the State of their
own class’, and ‘The member of the T.U. must, by setting
an example, bring all the workers to participate in socialistic
emulation and to become shock workers [udamiks and
stakhanovites]’)*. In Britain under the Labour Governments
of 1945-51 the unions accepted the wage freeze, the production
drive and talked the miners into giving up the five-day week
to save the Government from a fuel crisis. Today, we wait
with interest to see what they will arrange for the dockers
in respect of a seven day week!
I have said nothing about the structure of the trade unions.
Our main criticism on this point is that, whereas AnarchoSyndicalists advocate industrial organisation, the T.U.s are
organised in crafts, which means that workers in the same
industry—in the same factory—may belong to different unions,
so that common action is difficult. This suits the trade union
official very well, for his first concern is to prevent action
being taken. But the division of the workers by the unions
has now reached such lengths that one union will actually
blackleg upon another (a classic example is that of London
Transport tube'trains running while the bus workers were
striking in 1958) or will force another out of existence with
the assistance of the employers (the Transport and General
Workers’ Union demanded that the London Passenger Trans
port Board force a dozen tram drivers to leave their own
smaller union and join the big one—or be sacked!)
The structure and nature of the unions, too, provide perfect
channels for the job-hunters. Permanent jobs with high
salaries make trade unionism, which used to be a risky
business, an attractive career to-day. Nor does it stop there.
If you get to the top, you can always step out into a cushy
job in a nationalised industry. A member of a: State Board
receives a salary of anything from £5,000 to £8,000 a year—
a considerable advance on a worker’s pay. Or you can, like
Ernest Bevin or, now, Frank Cousins, accept high office
in the Government.
How can workers delude themselves that either the unions
or nationalisation operate in their favour? Instead of the old
free enterprise economy they lead to a State planned economy,
with the workers still at the bottom, taking orders from
above. They still have a struggle to make ends meet—and
the struggle for improvements is . now harder than it used
to be. For now, whenever the workers take action in their
own interests, it is not only against their employers they must
struggle, but also against the State—which may be the
employer—and their own trade unions!
*From the rules in the Russian T.U. member's subscription
book.
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